237. Rhetoric/Reality
441: Liberation—Frustration: What Do?
440: Change, Th. of: The Reality/Illusion Components of Insurgency

623: action/reflection
581: Privilege
617: "Prophecy" or Prediction?
670: Meaning—Reality

666. L. Theology: Babylonish Captivity and/or ...?
716. L. , Contexts of: Rheyoric and Reflection
706 L. Theology, Process, and Personal God
638 Change, Social: Faith In?
742 Sense-Making: Kierkegaard's inward-existential vs. Hegel's abstract cosmic...and Liberation Theology
LIBERATION

1151. ... and prejudice
1226. True prophecy vs.
1221. "Where is the blood?"
239. as Ps.126:6
1293. Liberalist rhetoric
1298. "nd." & "quod"
1359. Cotton/Newton (46-262)
2304. 2. Alienation from Scripture
3064. 4 sq.
3088. sec. 12. et coelo